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Ark extinction mod taming guide

Alpha creatures can only be domesticated using their favorite croquettes, herbivorous/carnivorous treats or xenon croquettes. Click here for more information on your favorite kibbles. Passive domestication It is similar to taming a Dung Beetle with poop or passively domestication a Tusoteuthis with black pearls etc. Vanilla Ark Dinos (Herbivore) Put tamed food in your slot 0 (zero).
Get close enough to the herbivorous creature that will say [E] Feed ... on it. Press 'It's on it. The domestication bar will show domestication progress. Repeat 1-4 until it is successfully tamed. Extinction Core Alpha Creatures If the creature is aggressive you will need to create/get a herbivorous or carnivorous helmet. Wear the required helmet. Put the croquettes in your slot 0
(zero). Get close enough to the creature that will say [E] Feed... on it. Press 'It's on it. The domestication bar will show domestication progress. Repeat 3-6 until successfully tamed. Note that the attack on the target marked for domestication during this period will cause the loss of all progress and affinity of domestication. To avoid a situation like this, it may be prudent to kill or
invalidate all neighboring animals that can start or participate in a fight if an opportunity is presented, such as wild carnivores that will attack all neighboring animals. It may also be possible to set your domesticated animals to a Neutral or Passive state, so as to avoid fighting with the creature being domesticated. KO Taming This is the normal domestication process in Vanilla Ark
where you need to delete the dino and put food in its inventory. If there are no other tranquillization mods added to the server, Compound Tranquilizer Arrow works best for Extinction Core Modded Creatures (it will also work on Vanilla Ark Dinos). The torpor of the Extinction Core creature decreases very quickly while unconscious. To quickly tame the strongest creatures, use
sedatives to bring their food to zero and increase their numbness. Shoot the creature until it is knocked out. Put the required food and sedative in the creature's inventory. Use the Sedative (if one is not enough to keep the creature unconscious, use additional at your discretion). The creature should begin to eat croquettes/food until it is successfully domesticated. More
information Putting something out of use replaces its normal inventory with tame inventory. If it dies while being deleted, tame inventory will be the only thing accessible. However, as long as he wakes up before I die, then is killed, you will be able to plunder his normal drops. This can be used to get an early leg up game on alpha tribes and even giga The taming of the saddle tame
the saddle is similar to the knockout tame. Instead of feeding the creature, however, it simply places the saddle in the slot of the creature's saddle and is immediately domesticated. Knock out the creature. When it is finally eliminated, put the saddle on that creature on the slot of the saddle. The creature will be immediately domesticated. For Bosses, you can't remove the saddle
after you put it on! It will be permanently stuck on that creature. Creature. bosses can be loaded into Ark (if loading is enabled). This will permanently destroy the saddle and you will have to create a new one. When you press and on the saddle, nothing will happen. Note that if other external server mods are used to update the quality or statistics of a saddle, it must be done before
Boss Taming. Savage Taming Savage Taming is the act of letting the animal you're trying to tame kill your live, tame animals. Savage Taming has proven to be a difficult method of taming since many factors are needed to prevent problems occurring during tame that will remove the attempt or kill the tamed animal. More information about this can be found in the Troodon section
of the official ARK wiki. Such domestication can only be performed when animals can be killed by an attacker (the animal you wish to tame) and can only be achieved if the sacrifice is NOT passive, but can be pre-damaged (&lt;100% full health) or even unconscious and should not even be ridden/mounted by any players. Studies have shown that infants and adults will give up the
same amount of experience for domesticated. Please note that just like normal domestication methods, there is a rest period between each domesticated. In cases like these, it is better to allow a sacrificed animal followed by a period of time when the creature is left alone before attempting another sacrifice. In the case of a Troodont (for example), their domesticated affinity and
progress will not reset if they attack (or are attacked) by other wild creatures, but can reset if the player attempts to fight it. Taming of the update Please note that the taming of the update is available to reaper kings and members of the Black Alpha tribes. Upgrade Taming is a rather unique way to tame By updating the current animal in a better version through object creation.
Upgrade guidelines/precautions: Whenever you're getting ready to update your dino, be sure to follow the following guides to make sure you're successful. All updates are used, regardless of success. Make sure the dino is MAX LEVEL and MAX EXPERIENCE. Make sure the dino doesn't have BUFF. This includes Yuty buffs, the awesome teleportation Mod Dino buff tracker, and
other buffs that other mods or items can give. Make sure NO TIMER is in the dino inventory. These are the days of recovery of the blood vial, food recovery problems, etc. Be sure to use the update on your dino while it's AWAY from your base and all the other dinos. Make sure your dino has enough WEIGHT to hold all the items you'll need to create the update. IT MUST be
carried out in their inventory. King Supreme Reaper who powers Tame a normal Reaper King. Kill an Alpha Reaper King to unlock the Alpha Reaper update. Kill Odracir, the Supreme Reaper King, to unlock the Supreme Reaper King update. Once you have learned the engrams (the Alpha Reaper King update must be learned first, as it is the first level), you can create updates in
the reaper's inventory by collecting the necessary items. Odracir, The Supreme Supreme King, drop the Defensive Gift, and Psycho, the Supreme Warchief, drops the Offensive Gift. NOTE: Your Reaper King's level doesn't matter when you upgrade it. When you update it, its levels will be restored to that of an Alpha Reaper King or a High Reaper King. The Supreme Reaper King
counts as a Primordial Tame. The Supreme Warchief empowers tame a black alpha tribe. Kill Psycho, the Supreme Warchief, to get the Supreme WarChief updated. Once you've learned the engram, you can create the update in your Alpha Black Tribe's inventory by collecting the necessary items. Odracir, the Supreme Reaper King, drops the Defensive Gift, and Psycho, the
Supreme Warchief, drops the Offensive Gift. NOTE: Your Alpha Black Tribe level doesn't matter when you upgrade it. When you update it, its levels will be restored to that of a Supreme Warchief. The Supreme Warchief counts as a primordial tame. The following is just one way to progress for those who are trying to get a foothold or an idea of how to play this mod and what to aim
for. These are just the way I've generally done things every time I've played this mod, and that's not the whole thing. Note that I usually play on servers with enhanced rates. I did my best to account for this while writing this guide. Also note that this page won't show you ALL the information, but rather show you a way to progress. Be sure to take a look at other wiki pages to get
more information about some things, such as what you need to create which objects. -- SPICEYSEME Starting Out Extinction Core can be a brutal mod if played alone. Take friends to the fight! Regardless, once you've blocked it, Extinction Core can be a rewarding mod, if not hard to play. Walk with caution! The wonders of Extinction Core could ruin the normal PvE for you! :)
When generating for the first time, the most important thing would be to run the levels for a bed. Bolas are also essential for fighting the beach, as many top-level dangers can be bola'd and killed (or you can escape to hell). Once you have a few beds and a place to go back, your life will be a little more bearable. Be sure to save all the pieces of metal you may have collected along
the way, as this will get you out of the Stone Age and use metal tools, which are much better from a crop perspective. Definitely make metal instruments, and a base forge as soon as possible. In addition to raw metals, here are some very important elements to save in advance if you can help you drop them if you encounter them, as they will be useful for progestion: (* =
Important, Bold = Extremely Important) Raw Metal Electronics Silica Metal Arrows Crystal* Megalania Toxin Titanboa Venom Rare Mushrooms Rare Flowers Narcotics* Stimulants* Giant Bee Honey Red Gems Biotoxin (buon dio, risparmia questo se non altro) Prime Hide Prime Pelt, Prime Blood, or Prime Chitin/Keratin* Emeralds, Sapphires, Rubys, and Amethysts. Diamonds
Tranquilizer Pikes* Wyvern Milk (Guadagnato uccidendo uccidendo Pygmies are your friends. Tribe? . . . Questionable. At the beginning of the game, if you can kill them, pygmies are a fantastic source of rare resources, high-quality armor, and high-quality weapons. They will definitely be difficult to kill, as they have higher health pools depending on the type of loot they fall. Killing
them isn't too useful later in the game when you have better ways to grow for certain resources, but at the beginning of the game they are definitely a lifesaving if you can handle it. For tribesmen, the initial game should avoid them until you get a mount that can kill the easiest ones. Tribe members swarm you and can knock you and your tamers, so be careful when you engage
them. If you can kill them, though, they have a chance to drop Kibble that you can use to tame alphas. For more information about Tribesmen and what they release, click here. For more information about Pygmies and what they release, click here. General combat pointers use Bolas for the first few hours of gameplay. These can be used on most small animals, including Prime
Dodos. Wyvern Milk blocks the bloody damage of alphas and world bosses. It also blocks most debuffs, such as Skeletal Wyvern Vulnerability debuff. When you can start stocking up on this or when you book for a long time of agricultural alphas, grab these and feed them to the dino you're riding. You can also use them on yourself if you're fighting on foot. Always bring vials of
blood and detox on you or your fighting dino. Blood vials heal your dino in full health, and detoxification removes all numbness to zero. Always make sure a Scion or Diety can hit you during combat. If a Scion or Diety can't deal you damage, the mod will detect you as you look for cheese the fight and the thing you'll fight will automatically undress. This happened earlier with the
Scion of Nature when we tried to cheese it by biting it off a cliff where it couldn't hit us. As far as I know, this doesn't matter to Alpha Dinos or the regular Boss dinos you can tame. (This also happens with Alfa dino and probably Dinos Apex. I had 2 Alpha T-rex depawn on me.) Early Tames Extinction Core introduces new ways to appease dinos. From the lowest level to the highest
torpor damage, they are: Tranquilizer Arrow &gt; Tranquilizer Lance &gt; Pike &gt; Metal Tranquilizer Arrow. The extinction core changes the design for tranquilizer arrows to use only narcoberries and spoiled raw meat. The tranquilizer spear is made only of Narcoberries and a spear and can be useful for taming low-level vanilla. As soon as you can find a Tranq pike, which can be
used to ko some low-end alphas. I would definitely try to do it as soon as possible if you can, start saving for Metal Tranquilizer Arrows. Once you're comfortable and ready to go out and start receiving tames, here are some early game tames that can come in handy. (If it's bold, I recommend taking them at least, if you want to choose.) NOTE: Alphas can only be tamed with Kibble,
Kibble, or golden croquettes. There is also another version of croquettes that exists, Xenon, but these only work on vanilla or prime tamers. Xeno Kibble descends from most Alphas. ANY vanilla berry harvester. The parasaurs are fine if that's all there is to begin with. Otherwise, tame a Trike, from the first level these can kill vanilla dinos quite easily, and you can grow meat from
them. It doesn't matter if it dies or what level it is, you can replace them easily. Just get something that will help grow berries and/or meat for the production of narcotics. ANY vanilla predator: Wolf, Sabre, Ravager. These will help you grow low-level vanilla skins/meat and prime dinos. ANY vanilla flyer. Mobility is a godsend. ANY Wyvern Vanilla. The level doesn't matter. Again,
mobility is a godsend, and you can use them to run out and out, looking for Alpha Wyvern Eggs. Their ability to bring other dinos (such as Prime Jerboas) can also come in handy. A Basilosaurus or Tuso. These can help you grow biotoxin at first. Biotoxin is used to create metal tranq arrows, which is necessary to tame stronger bosses and/or alphas such as Rexes and Spino. A
First Jerboa. When they're put around, these kids will produce herbivorous children's food and carnivorous children's food. Save them, as these are the ONLY things Boss Tame dinos will eat once domesticated. Some other dinos will eat them only after domestication also. If a dino does not eat meat/berries/sulfur, it will probably eat children's food after tame. An Alpha Dilo. At the
beginning of the game, these dinos face a high torpor with their poisonous ball attack. These poisonous balls can be used for ko other Alphas, such as Alpha Sabers, Ravagers or Direwolves, especially if it temporarily traps an Alpha or sits high and knocks them down. This runs the risk of killing the Alpha, but if you're careful, you can save your tranq weapons for other tougher
tamers. A primary otter. It produces silica pearls and black pearls around. A dung beetle first. It produces huge amounts of fertilizer when it is put to wander and left with dung in their inventory. A Prime Achatina. It produces cementing paste to wander. A queen bee or a bee of the first king. Their honey is used to make vials of blood, an object that will heal your healthy dino once
used. Blood vials are important for the progression and content of the final game. A Prime Titanoboa. These guys make Narcotics and Titanoboa Venom around. Their poison is necessary to create Metal Tranq arrows to tame the final game. If you can and want, tame Megalanias to create a Megalania toxin farm. When Megalanias are born, they are born with the toxin in their
inventory that you can and then kill the children. Megalania Toxin is used to create Detox, an object that will clear all torpor from a dino without inconvenience. Detoxification is important for the progression and content of the final game. All these guys for low-level fights: Dodorexys, Alpha Rex, Alpha Spino, Alpha Direwolf, Alpha Sabertooth, Alpha Ravager. You can raise Alpha
Rexes or Dodorexys (Alpha or basic ones) to make bosses of the world. A fisherman. Fishermen are useful for silica beads, especially in the cave in Viking Bay if you play on Ragnarok. A Golden Dodo, if you can find one. They make gold croquettes around, which can be used to tame pretty much any Alpha Dino. They are a rare spawning, usually found along the beaches among
the eggs of the Prime Dodo. An Easter bunny, if you can find one. They make herbivorous treats and carnivorous delicacies, which can be used to tame anything from vanilla dinos to alpha dinos. A domesticated surprise tames any dino or alpha dino of any level with a single surprise. Lil' Dieties : Scions Scions are practically small Dieties. Only they're much easier. When you're
able to do that, fight Scions to get diamonds. Diamonds are practically necessary for all end-of-game saddles and updates. They are also needed to make Alpha Wyvern Saddles. A high-level Alpha Rex, Dodorexy or Alpha Dodorexy should be able to exampl one with vials of blood, detoxification and wyvern milk. (This, or any other high-level predator with a good armor saddle.)
For more information about Scions, click here. Boss level When you are ready and all prepared, choose a boss of your choice that you want to tame. I recommend the Monkey Boss (Megapithecus). Some guides recommend Broodmother, but in my opinion Megapithecus tends to be more abundant and is an easier tame. It also seems more useful to me, since it hits harder and
can also be used to fight Deities quite reliably. 1. Now, first, you must kill him. Find a low-level boss of the type you want to tame and kill him. You can use a variety of things. For us, we usually use Alpha Rexes or Dodorexys (any type of vanilla. Alpha Dodorexys are even better.) You may be able to use a top-tier Alpha Wyvern, but if you try this, be sure to LAND before fighting a
boss. If you're flying or flying while on alpha wyvern, you'll be disassembled. Once you kill the boss, you'll unlock the matrix needed to create the base saddle for the boss you just killed. You should also get the Tek Originator Tekgram. This is where you will create your boss saddles and a Tek totem (in the next progression). The boss you killed should also drop an improved
saddle design. I recommend to agricultural garments for their essence to create an improved saddle unless you want to start with a basic saddle, and then tame another garment with an improved saddle later. 2. Create your own saddle, then move on to the next step. 3. Now, you have to ko and slap a saddle on it. Bosses are domesticated through Saddle Taming. This means
you knock out your boss, so put the saddle in his SADDLE SLOT, it's not inventory. Tame instantly. You can't remove the saddle once it's on the head, so to be on a server with an update mod, completely update the saddle BEFORE putting it on the boss. To knock out a boss, use metal Tranq Arrows and a compound arc (the higher the quality, the better). There are several ways
to knock out a boss, but these are the ones I normally did. Solo: A) If you're asking question Like a Megapithecus or a Broodmother, staying from a high place where he can't hit you and shoot him until he's KO. Then run down as fast as possible, and pray that they don't shoot you one from any of these adds. B) If you have a dino that you can use for tanking, this is the best way if
you tame it yourself. Make sure the dino you're using has a high-health pool and a good saddle (if it can wear a saddle). Leave him passive or have the boss attack, then whistle passively. KNOCK out the boss as your dino tanks additions and damage, and run and slap the saddle on your head. With help (+1 player): have one or two players tank the damage and adds, and the
other player stay in a safe place to shoot and knock out the boss. Then make them run and blow up the saddle. Much easier than doing it yourself. Friends are great! Primordial Level When you're comfortable and ready to move on, for example after taming some bosses or so on, it's time to DESTROY some dieties. Or, alternatively, you can fight the Omegas. Whatever you feel
more comfortable attacking. - - - - Dieties - The dead are huge world bosses with halos over their heads. There is one for fire, winter and nature. Dieties look and fight with their respective elements. On a top-notch server with enhanced rates (and statistics for dinos and domesticated players), you can generally fight a 1-on-1 diety with vials of blood, detox, and Wyvern milk.
Otherwise, if you're playing on a server without enhanced stats for dinos and tame players, I recommend bringing several bosses to the fight. You might try to make an army of Alpha Rexes, Alpha Dodorexys, or Dodorexys to help deal damage, but I'm not sure how much damage they can actually do against a diet. Bosses deal much greater damage to Dieties by default, despite
the Dieties having more than billions in health, as the Bosses are the creature destined to fight the Dieties. When choosing a Diety for your first fight, I recommend Nivalis, the Diety of Winter, as it is the weakest diet, and the only thing you really have to worry about is that their endurance is drained by its attacks. Lifeless dinos can have problems when they run out of resistance,
but bosses can keep attacking even when they don't have resistance. Involve a diet only if you are willing to lose dinos or boss tamers. The dead tend to hit hard. Be sure to cancel dieties additions when they spawn, otherwise you won't be able to inflict damage on them and they may regain health. When you successfully kill a diet, you'll learn the Tek totem engram, primordial
matrix engram, and a primordial tribute based on the diet you killed. Diety of Winter = Blue Bokito Tribute of Fire = Naphalem Tribute Diety of Nature = Silitha Tribute - - Omegas - Omegas drop Spheres used to craft Primordial Tributes. Depending on the tribute you're trying to take, you'll need a sphere dropped by an Omega boss to create the tribute. Omegas are stronger, faster
and harder than their normal counterparts. These chiefs made of spheres the color of the sphere that fall when they are killed. Omega Dragon = Red Sphere Omega Megapithecus = Blue Sphere Omega Broodmother = Green Sphere Tek Totem + Primordial Tributes Once you create the Totem Tek, you can create primal tributes. Once the object is created, you can use it to
generate it in a tame Primordial, which are some of the strongest dinos in the Extinction Core. Ultimate Bokito Once you have a Primal, you can tame the Ultimate Bokito by defeating it in battle with a Primal. Be sure to bring vials of blood, detox and Wyvern milk. Use a [Blood] on you to get the benefit to make you tame Bokito. Once you beat, you get Bokito's health quite low,
tame automatically. Bokito counts as a Primordial. Be careful looking at your health - Ultimate Bokito can hit very hard. Keep the vials of blood handy! Hi, I'd love a Supreme Big Mac Now it's time to go even further! Now that you have a Primal, you can aim for the game's strongest dinos. These are Psycho, the Supreme Warchief, and (even stronger), the Supreme Reaper King.
Both are taming Upgrade. This means that you need to update the tamed dinos through an item in their inventory to move them to the next stage. For the Supreme Warchief: Kill Psycho, The Supreme Warchief. It will give you the tekgram to upgrade an Alpha Black Tribe. It will also drop an offensive gift. Hold this. Kill Odracir, The Supreme Reaper. It will give you the tekgram to
upgrade a Reaper King, and drop a defensive gift. Hold this. Tame a man of the alpha black tribes and make sure he has enough weight to create the update in his inventory. Be sure to follow the update limits/precautions seen on this page. Once you've followed all the limits/precautions, use the item in your inventory to update it. For the Supreme Reaper : Other things to do/aim
to collect all Primary Armor Tekgrams collect all Prime Tek Armor Tekgrams collect all Tek armor Tekgrams tame supreme armor like 10 Supreme Reapers and make a small army of Handkerchiefs to rule the ark. You cry a lot, because Reapers are hard to find depending on the map you're playing on. And so on.
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